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International News

WAR :..AND REVOLUTION.
POLITICAL REPORT TO THE R.W.L. CONVENTION

Incorporated in this report is all the political mate*rial appear:-
inn, in the "Fighting WOrker" and ,"International news" since the
last convention, inOluding the reports of the Central Committee
plenary sessions since that time. This should be called to the
delegates' attention at the beginning, because in the space of
An hour it is impossiLle to treat many phenomena except be refer-
ence, and is only possible, to bring out-the main points.

IMPERIALIST WAR AND CIVIL WAil'
,

A political report of any affiliate of the International Contact
Commission can of course, only properly' commence with an analysis
of the world situation. The events since the last convention ful-
ly substantiate the position taken at the last convention. More
and more the predominant elements.of an imperialist war are giving
way to and merging into the predominant elements of 'civil war.
What has happened since the last convention? Mass starvation in
India, accompanied by demonstrations, strikes, and hunger riots,
even though none of these rose to the level of August 8, 1942.
,A heightening of the tension between the Chinese bourgeois on the
one hand, and the masses of workers and peasants on the other. A
series of strikes In the U.S. the foremast in significance being'
the the various miners' strikes, but also of importance being the
threatened strikes in Steel and railroad. It is however; when
we turn to Europe that the scenes of mass activity and impending,
revolution are most'marked. General strike in Denmark, coal and
ship yard strikes in England, actual revolt in he Greek fleet,
and above all the most significant event, following the July
Revolution, a strike in northern Italy of some 3 to 6 million
workers, raising political demands under the very nose of the
Nazi tanks, and in southern Italy, tremendous ferment and discon-
tent in the masses leading to shift after shift at the top in an
endeavor to side track and stifle revolution.

REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION

All of this is of course due not only to the general decay of
capitalism but to the further economic dislocation, and misery re-
wilting from the greatest war in history. At this point it would'
be well te recall. the elementsof a revolutionary situation Set 1_,

Out'seientifically by Lenin as far.back as 19204 and most classic-;
ally expressed in "Left Wing Communism'', chapter 10, The

objectivepre-rlonditions'existing,in any revolutionary situation, are
the following:
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1. An allesmbraoing economic and political crisis caUsing a
situation in which not only do the exploited and oppressed de-
sire a fundamental change of condition, but the rulers are also
in eastate of donfus ion, not knowing what to do in order to main-
tain their rule.
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.2. The more than usual increase in the needs and misery of the
masses of exploited and oppressed.

3. On account, of the foregoing reasons an unexampled increase o
activity of the exploited and oppressed. If these. three condi-
tions exist and there is added to them the subjective factor,
namely the existence of a Marxist party, having the leadership
and confidence of the proletariat, and leading behind the prolet-
ariat the vast mass of the peasantry, and large sections of the
urban petty bourgeoisie, then successful revolution is on the
order of the day.

'ROLE OF THE SOVIET UNION

It is from this standpoint that we propose to examine the world
situation and the situation in the U.S.A. Before entering into
this examination it should be definitely understood that Lenin
wrote about revolutions in general and proletarian revolutiOns
in particular, but that a distinguishing feature of the present
time from 1920 is !the existence of tam Soviet Union as a work-
ers' state, even though degenerated to an almost incredible ex-
tent. Wo therefore have to take into consideration the role of
the Soviet Union in the present period of war and revolution,

.and somethina else, the role of the Stalinist bureaucracy. But
we must not fall'into the trap of just looking at the degener-
ated workers' state and thee reactionary bureaucracy as isolated.
One of the fundamental revisions made by the present arch priest
of revisionism,:Max Schachtmann, in the modern hand book of re-
visionism known as the "Struggle for the New Course" is the separ-
ation of the Soviet Union from the rest of the world. Let us not
imitate this,.
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Another important point of difference between the present and the
period of 1914-1918 is the following: In 1917, and for that Mat-
ter as far batk as 1915, Lenin made use of the expression that
imperialism had kneaded humanity into "one bloody lumpfla Rela-
tively true as this was at the time, it is absolutely true'now.
The examples of Italy, India, Denmark, etc. reveal two facts.
One is that it is very unlikely that there will be a successful
isolated revolution such as October 1917. But for the very same
reason, there is being prepared the-biggest explosion that histo-
ry has ever seen, embracing, if hot continents, at least many
countries within ite scope.

INNER IMPERIALIST FIGHTS

Starting then from a world standpoint let us examine the criteria
of a revolutionary situation. as given above. 'On a world scale is
there an all embracing economic and political crisis? The answer
to this is not only'in the affirmative but the signs of growing
crises, as already pointed out have greatly multiplied since the
last convention. Previously in this report we have pointed out
some of the phenomena of economic and politiceaecrises. Let us
dwell for a few moments on the rifts within the ruling class on
each side of the battle lines. Previous issues of the "Fighting
Worker" and"International News" have pointed out the grave contra-
dictions between the imperialist aims of Greater Germany and Japan.
It is sufficient to recall that before the last convention when
the Japanese army took over the Dutch fast Indies, 'German capital-
ists, throuah.their government, made demand for their share in
the exploitation on the ground that shares of the stock in the
Dutch East Indies GOmpany belonged to them by virtue of the Nazi
conquest of Holland. Japanese imperialists promptly turned this
down. But even more significant are the shake-ups within both the
Japanese and German commands. As already pointed out in the FW
the shake-ups in the Japanese command of a few month's ago must be
explained on political, not military grounds, This is particular-
ly true in the case of Japan whose political structure is that of
a puppet Diet and a figurehead emperor subject to conflicting army,
and navy groups representing the respective' interests 'of the
Mitsui and Mitsubishi dapitalists. In Germany too, the signs of
increasing rifts 'within the ruling class become more and more
manifest. Later on we shall deal with specific differences raised
by the invasion of Normandy, but suffice it to say that the series
of defeats imposed upon the German armies, and particularly 'the
defeats on the Russian front, have aroused extreme lack .of confi-
dence of the masses of central Europe in the Nazi government. The
recent quarrel between Rommel and' Von Runstedt is primarily mili-
tary but it also has its political implicatione. We shall examine
this inedetail'later, inasmuch as at the present time we are gav-,
ing a general world picture. When we turn to the other side of
the battle lines it is easy to see that the apparent approach of
military victory is not solving the United Nations' contradictions,
but is intensifying them.

' The first and main contradiction with-
in the ranks of the United Nations is between the Soviet Union on'
the one hand and Anglo-American imperialism on the ether hand.
Within this contradiction, which has a very objective economicand
social basis, the Stalinist bureaucracy tries to maneuver for its
own clique interests by capitulating to Anglo-American imperial-
isa, attempting to line up mainly with the U.S.A. against Britain.,
But eaDitelation does not remove the economic base of the Soviet
Union, an -1. tais objective contradiction increases with every mili- --

tary ad.cee even though thu Stalinists attempt to make every po6-
sible ponoosEion except the final and absolute restoration of ea-
pitalist property.
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U.S. -BRITAIN

Second there is the continuing and intensifying antagonism be-
tween the U.S. and Great Britain.' The closer it appears that the

military defeat of Germany is inevitable, the sharper grows the

.
antagonism between *the U.S. and Great Britain. This was vividly
manifested at Teheran. The conflicts that took place and the cold-
ness that developed between Churchill and Roosevelt was not on
account of personal factors, but on account of the fact that the
approaching expected elimination of Germany would leave the U.S.A.
and Great Britain face to face as main Contenders for the imper-
ialist world. In this connection we wish to reiterate and call,
attention to the thesis of the Cleveland plenum as to the respec-
tive differences,between the policies of British and American im-
perialism with regard to Germany and Japan. Great as this contra-
diction is, however, it should still be remembered that this is a
conflict. within imperialism, and is subordinate to the conflict
to the Soviet Union and to the working class, because the latter
i$ a conflict between different social systems.

CHINA

Third is a vericomplicated.series of contradictions and antagon-
isms within the ranks of the rulers on the question of Chinai As

indicated 'at Teheran and Moscow Great Britain is insistent on the
'return' of Hong Kong and her various concessions in China.* The

U.S. on the other hand is for the so-called tpen doer", knowing
that her economic might would be sufficient to dominate the econ-
omy ef China. As between these two .conflicting powers Chiang Kai
Shek has oriented himself more on the side of the U.S.A. for Un-
dorstandablel reasons. But nevertiheless, as admirably portrayed
from a factual *standpoint by Agnes Smedley in the "Battle Hymn of
China" the low level of the development of Chinese economy, the
terrible economic' dislocation of even that poor economy dub to the
war which has raged longer in China than anywhere else, the increa-
sing class antagonisms have caused Chiang to attempt a rapproche-
ment with Japan., There can be no doubt that in addition to mili-
tary motives, set forth in the bourgeois press, the prime politic-
al motive of the latest Japanese drive is to force Chiang to make
up the mind of hts class. Within the Kuomintang the widow of
Sun Yat Sen has come out with a denunciation of Chiang and Madame
Chiang, her sister, as fascists.

. BASIC ANTAGONISMS

.Fourth, there are bther'antagonisms of grave importance in addi-
tion to the above, the De Gaulle-Vichy antagonism, the De Gaulle-
Gdraud antagonism, the De Gaulle-AMG antagonism, the conflicts in

, South America between the .agents of U.S.A., Great Britain and
çe man imperialists, menaced at all times by a growing class
conscious revolt on the part of the city workers and the peasantry.
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But basically the world political crisis affecting the ranks of
the ruling class reduces itself to three categories.

The basic antagonism between the two social systems, the an-
tagonism between the economic base of the Soviet Union, and the
economic base of all other countries of the world.

Inter and intra imperialist antagonisms. The main conflict
in this connection still remains that between the United Nations
imperielists and the Axis, and the main protagonists. here are
still theU.S.A. and Germany. Within this same category, however
there are serious differences within the imperialist camps on each
side. But all these are fundamentally \antagonisms within the im-
perialist structure arising out of the existence of imperialism as
the decay stage ef capitalism, and therefore fundamatally differ-
ent from the antagonism between the Soviet Union and the rest of
the world.

3., There is the antagonism between the imperialist countries and
the colonies. or semi colonies. China gives an example of the

,

ECONOMIC CRISES

'51

.1

,L4

fundamental thesis that in these countries the native bourgeoisie
is incapable of playing a role ,other than that of tail to one or
another imperialism. To the example of Wang Chin Wei may 'soon
be added another chapter in that interesting living text book,
Chiang Kai Shek.

.

k
, .

a

Of course all the above flows from and is subordinated to the gen-
era]. world antagonism of caeitalists and wierk6r6. Even though we
have been considering the antagonisms from the particular stand-

' *point of rifts within the riling class, the more general aspect
cannot be neglected. For instance, one of the most important
phenomena, the recent defeat of Tito, can primarily be explained
by the capitulation of the Stalinists on the property question.
As already predicted in the FW, this has been even more the case
in Rumania, Where the Communist Party of Rumania technically re-
mains illega) after the occupation by the Russian army.

I t

Apparently's° far we have mostly treated political phenomena
without touching upon the economic. This has been purposely done
in this report in order to pose and solve a fundamental,theoret-
ical question. That question may be stated thus: Can there be
an economic crsis,when the productive machinery is used to a

, -Y4tremendous extent and when unemployment has been greatly reduced, ee
and in some cases eliminated? We have posed the question in the
manner that we did because superficially it seems that there is
no economic crisis and yet there are tremendous political crises.
What is the eXplanation?. The explanation is very simple. As
ready pointed out in 1914 by Lenin in the crisis in the "Second ,

International" the war itself is an all embracing economic and ,

political crisis. True as this was in 1914, it is a thousand
,1
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timee more true today. The present imperialist war itself is
truly a'world war. And it is still truer that not only is.this

. War in general an expression of capitalism at its rottenest stage
of decay historically, but it also creates a form of. cyclic crisis

, within the general crisis. This has been very ably explained in
articles in the IN on "Inflation" and the peculiar forms that in-.
nation takes toddy, and the delegates are referred to these ar-
ticles for-further ellicidation. Suffice'it to say'that the'main
manifestation.of the economic crisis is the destruction by mili-
tary means, not.only'of commadities,but of the instruments of pro-
duction as well. .When a $5,000 'bomb:hits a $5000,000 plant'ali
the factors coaerned, the plant, the bomb, the workers,.the Ma-
-chines, represent economic crisis. Use values are obliterated at

, the same time that exchange value literally disappears into the
e.ir. Therefore,, it is a palpable All-embracing economic crisis
'giving rise to the important surface-phnomena in the political
realm that we have already shown: .

Summing up we.say that all over the world there is in the ranks
of the world bourgeoisie and its Stalinist and its social-demo-
cratic stooges an inability to consolidate their own ranks. There
is already maturing very rapidly the condition that Lenin des-
cribed in 1920, "The rulers are unable to rule as before".

MISERY OF THE MASSES

We come now to the second prerequisite. The increase in the needs
'and misery of the exploited and oppressed. What about this? In
China and in India where the oppressions of imperialism and its

, superexploitation have -been superimposed upon a semi-feudal base,
there is actual starvation. Not just hunger, which has for de-

'. cades been the lot of the colonial' slaves, but starvation in the
most literal sense of the word. Before the war bourgeois econom-
ists pointed out that the diet of the Indian worker was on a par
with relief diets in famine times and less than the diets pre-
scribed by the jail regulations. Now with the transformation of
Indian economy into war economy with the denuding of India of
wheat, exported in times. of famine, there has ensued actual death.
diet. In Bengal 25 thousand died from starvation every week.
Bourgeois newspaper reporters tell of traversing the streets of
Bombay. and Calcutta and seeing every morning corpses of men, wo-
men and children, who have died during the night. China presents
a'similar picture. Daniel De Leon once said that there were three
;3,Aets for the exploited Chinese, one section of the population
lived on rats, another less fortunate on the tails of rats, and
the least fortunate on the memories of the tails of rate. De Leon

. did not enjoy the happy faculty of living to see the full fruits
of capitalist culture in the gustatory realm. Now he would

have'hadto add a fourth category, of amnesiacs, who I:.ave even lost the
aforesaid memory.

INCREASE IN MASS ACTION

As we have stated above the third prerequisite of revolutionary'
situation is the more than, ususal increase in the activity of the '

masses. This has been the case in the present war much more 'than
'it was in the last. In the 'last war it was not until 1916 that

the first manifest---- of discontent, of ciVil war, took place,

'11
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J1In Italy a recent article in' "Liberty" substantiates fully the

, 4R.W.L. thesis at the time of the 'ousting of Mussolini. We point-
ed out then that is was quite probable that the Italian masses of H
southern Italy would at first welcome the AMG, and only 'later,

,-,as a result of their own experience, discover that the capitalist
..'base remained the same as ever, and that there was no change in

'their condition. This article goes even further. .It discloses - .4
that there has not only been no improvement in the masses in
southern Italy, but that particularly'from the standpoint-.ofmeat,
prices, wages, inflation, eta. there has been an actual worsening' .

of their condition. And it :further pointed outthat the.ories.of
relief and exultation which greeted. the invading armies have now
been changed to mutters of rage and' discontent, daily growing ,

louder and louder. We have only picked out some characteristic
examples, 'but they might be multiplied and extended, to cover the

4 4'.

entire capitalist world, and to cover as well the Soviet Union,
( 1 ',',

which as long, ago pointed out by Lenin and Trotsky; cannot avoidbeing entangled in the general capitalist environment. In that -,q0
portion of our report dealing with the situation in the U.S.A.

. F'
' .

;- p:

veerywhere else, there has been a positive worsenihg,of the poll-
wtical condition of the orkers, the peasants, and urban

bourgeoisie. Mar time regulations.and.military government are
stripping the last fig leaves of democracy from the harlot bodies
of the erstwhile demodratic ladies of U.S.A. and Great Britain.
This also Constitutes, as:Marx pointed out in Volume 1:of "Capi-

a part
,

tal",- of the misery of the exploited and oppressed.
.. .

. ,
. .

.

. , .,
Summing up on this point then we. can definitely say that not only
is the ruling class disunited, but the ruled and eXploited.have ;7114
had a More than usual increase in heed and Misery, an increase
which is not only a part of the general decay of capitalism, but

Llp,a,r
of the accentuated cyclic crisis the second imperialist

.

we shall discuss conditions there. Suffice it to say at this
time that there has been in general an increase in the needs and
misery of the exploited and eppressed here, although not to any-
where near the same extent asl in Asia or even Europe.

POLITICAL CONDITION OF THE MASSES

But, the increase in misery is not exhausted simply by an inquiry
into the state of food, clothing and shelt1r. It also embraces
the political condition, of the masses. Here, in the U.S. and
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the Easter Revolt in Dublin. And that was on such a minor scale
that it led to a legitimate polemic by Lenin on the one side and
Radek and Piatakov on the other as to whether it was a real revo-
lution or putsch. But in this war there have been manifestations
of independent working class revolutionary action from the first
days (Warsaw) down to the present time. All that we have to do
today is determine the tendency. Is independent revolutionary
action of the masses decreasing or increasing? The examples of
Italy, England, the U.S., :Denmark, to mention only a few are in-
dicative of the trend. The general strategic trend is upward.
The tactical variations we shall mention when we come to parti-
cular countries.

PRE-REVOLUTIONARY .SITUATION

On a world wide scale we may take it as definitely established
that there is a tendency to positive increase in all the factors
of a prerevolutionary situation. We may take it as established
that these tendencies have increased and deepened,on a world wide
.scale since our last Convention. We can consider as established
the fact that the activity of the masses is both more intensive
and extensive in this war than in the last. We see then all the
conditions for revolution and we can definitely state that within
the immediate future there will be.rsvolution. But, as Lenin
also pointed out in the aforementioned chapter of "Left Wing
Communism not every revolutionary situation produces a revolu-
'tiQns,much less a successful one. To'he foregoing objective
factors there must be added the subjective factor, the revolu-
tionary party. Now a Tarty does not grow in such periods as the
present by more accretion, 'out .by leaps and bounds an the basis
Of revolutionary program.- And this growth of.the.party does not
'take place' in a vacuum,. it takes place in the midst of the ex-
plosions of the masses, experience of the masses, and as a result,
among other things, of such explosions and such experiences.

STALINISM AND TROTSKYISM*

What id the re.c6ra in this respect? We have Ivitnessed in the
'past two years. a further di.-4cline in the prestige and influence
and OrganizdtiJnal growth. of the Second International. We have
seen the formal dissolution of the Third International and have
seen not only 'organizational liquidation but the vilest kind of
ideological surrender to the bourgeoisie. We have seen this in
India, in China, in Italy, in England, in the US., not to speak
of the SoVict Union, The Stalinist machinery has become the open
..strike breaking, .slave. ,driving defender of capitalism in the .ranks
,of the .working class. bne instance suffices. Harry Bridged,.
whose line., swings With .every Stalinist turn, now declares that
not only are strikes "unnecessary and harmful" in time of war

' but that the same Will be the case after the war. This will
bring about going home on the part of many of the Stalinists and

4,1

't
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a)certain number of splitst as for instance; hcs. alreadt. been thecase n Italy,. But above all it. will mean4 the lessening a the
influence of. the. "Communist" parties Wherever they, are.. MIS is
being increasingly .realizad: even by manyrbackward Starke rm. It is
.therefare alli the: more: s.ignificant ,that the .Trotskyiteso. both.
factions', come_ forward as the biggest objective potential support
of capitalism. in the ranks. of,' the...working class by, their advocacy
of a, transitional PrograM,, and: pairticular4 the labor party. That
this is molt an, isolated national. thingt, but arni internattional. mani
festattioni ce.ntrisms, On be seen by taking the. attitude of the
Trotskyite s in: the most significant countries, the Soviet Milano
11.3.4k I, Great 'Britaixr Germany.,, : Francxe Ch In
each country you will find an adaptation. of' centrism. Ina re

the. Soviet trniona them: centrists either speak or the dual.' role
-oft Si43Liniimm, or of wired .imyta3ria1'iesa"2. trie. othe.r countries
their. min. slogana axe.. such trapa labor party or opervadvoi-
cacy ait the. hpurgeois state ii the farm .cle ConsAdtuent AssemblY

INTERNAMIONAL. CONTACT C.OMMISSI0111;

tie.small. f erne At a the. International Contact Commi SS iorn are. Orta
the increase.. But itt should..be distinctly understood that it is
mare. likely than otherwise the. present situationi that the
f orce Et and leadership off' the ICC will grow -art.. a world scare me

rezult of the e.xperrienee cif_the. vast Messes
'them as to the:. la.test Manifestations of reformism alit particular-,

cantr.isin ,But in the.parliad sLurh as the present this does ,
not met....n years. It means rather months:, and im some 'c:gam
weeks« .

savirr maw
A:nd now in this aaonne et ion in considering the sub j e Eve factor,
it be.-aame.s nece s scary" to: raf err back to. the... acbjeetiva .merilit ions
in valrloUs q.ountriess, ltic3.udg. the state. of mind of the .work-
irig. cli.a. Dr a report to an affilliate of. the ICC naturally the
ruport Nuat dwell mostly upon thOse, countrie.s, including the
Ua. .P4:o. which most, directl'y, effect the work of the RWL
It r..4,:111.:.1.d. be ;remembered in this connection .tlint, since the.. Lttst
'convept.t.on..milliona more. of U. S. A. soldiers are soattermedall
ave. arelisf.. More than ever bef ore. eventinfrio., in

wad, )2.14.-rtgicular1y. tn Europe have. their repereaursions here,
t.:',..nr) wen before t itt-irlab true that the: foremost counter

:yowler in the wor14 i the Ir. s. . It has trained
and onsi of .men:; with. the primary ;purpote. of mat:thin
the revolt/time. To) that: end it .1:gabardine...ten
tLLr c . a conflict.: for world..daminationi with its neareatt

e The refbrer, . we Start an examinat ion: of the
"hot world.

economy.Thefirst t these "hot s:pots'" is the saviti.tt, Uiliorg necaP1it6

,

'
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ttfatintifun despite the bUreaurratiti dier-S=Witg*iiiwatiori *el*
RuEtsian army, dspite. wil. the patriarchs, and the Oriemanskis,
de wpite even the proposed contributioit of one. billiom dollars

' or more 'by the Soviet Uniom to the International_ Eank, after the
war, and: despite it. May ba. said the; premature wailing of Mak
achamtmenn, the: fact rent:dna that the econamuic base of the Sce-
vieft tikiion. gays a, moat significant role. im Rand Cato
What cassu.ses the: greatest fear- on the: part of all the imperial:lets

. is the. continue& &Mande a the Russian. env. Not because they
fear Stallirr (they want and', need Stalin) and- not bemuse, they
fear- *any af the. leaderthip at the Russian army, but beccsatse, they
know: that: ob:jectively the; very exiattence of a degeneratted workers
statia. is a. menace to) the. whole system at capita.liam. So) thte
plena cot all. the. impe.ria.lietss, all their disagreementa arrong
themselves must ho. and are aubarclinats& to) the_ fight against the
Seviet Union als a part at the world pro3latarian revolution; It

in this c.onnecction tha.t there. must be considered. the invasion
at NOrmandys, the events in rta.ly the avents in Yugoslavia,. etc.

The.: invasion a NOtrmantly has by no means shown iritszelf to be the
invasion of western urape. Already mix months ago we pointed
aut that the. determining. factor all: the. 142 llied military mimes
taus the fearr at proletarian. revolution. All that they have done
ii Nbrmandy is to salsa a bridgehead. primarily far the Crushing
of the. central. Europe.an revolution and. Only secondarily as
military move allainst Germany.

*

The. German tourgeasieirealixa this.. That is the: explanation. ofthe fact that the R. nearly always, broadcasts the. news of. Russian
tic-tar-Jess before; TS,, and very often exaggeratem the importance
cat the. victories. They are in eff.ecct sayings, "Ro.ose-velt and
Chtim.,,h1,11.1, you see. ham ba.dly we; are being licked ori the eastern
front. It we don't, gat together acne; way bol!mhevisn. Es going to
awee.pp all over Europe:"`. ror ae. Long time when there.. Vitt military.
stalemate. arrou,n& Stalingrad at tremendous costs at both Russian
ndi German I.iives and materiels the U.S.A. and. Great Britain were
very satisfied. Itt that time when prtIo:a1Lr the whole. mass of
the Gentian army had. bean thrown to) the Eastern Front lit it MAI-
(muias to) assert that there .could have- been no) invasion of France.may was only invaded when aaeirrl. re.ve7.ution, impended, and in
' order to atop. sbalal. rev,olution. Despite Schactuo the astute
Roosevelt and Churchill know what would be the. effect at contin-
ue& Russian advance against Germany. They fear real revolution- .

any repercussiona in central Eurape, and: so does Stalin. It .

Should not be forgotten in thia connectiom that Stalin is just asafraid of entering Berlim am are Roosevelt an& Churchill of his
doing. so. The f ire. an& primary motive of invasion ra to have a
spring'. board of. attack, err the prolletartari revoliation in. central
Europe. BUt all of them are in the position a the man who let
the g:t:).11.. out of the battle an& couldn"t put him back in. Lir&
Vaal on means weakening and dbleat at the. Nazi_ army, and that leads

.INTERNATION NEWS
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in.other "hot spot" ia Italy. The. PC has already pointect
the. article "Germany the. Key to the European Revolution"

to a result moat urrpleasant for all the inperialistess, ratmelly rev.-
otut ion, in central EUrope; and:. would be equally unpleasant to
Stalim as. well. Row, do the. Alliea and: the Stalinists' attemptto
solve, this, so as to.. save their respective roles?, Hoth forces
have agreed at Teheran and elseWhere to make thei,, major conceni..
tra.tion the struggle against Proletarian Revolution._ The Stalin»
ists: have, openly admitte.d that the: Re:volution. represents to their
the biggest abs.ta.cle to;c:ontinuancni of their regime. The Allies,
on their part,, will not only use, Stalinism (and other forces) for
this purposes, but they are preparing even today for an eventual
strugglo against the_ Soviet Unions, which they recognize as a po-
tential. bulwark of tha iMponding, revolutiorm.ry crisis.

FORMS 'Or CLASS COLLABORATIOM

As was agreed: between the different points ef. view at the plan=
which considered: the first Italian revolution the. main: resort at
the bourgeoisie is to force military force. Thati is Why' mil-
lions of soldiers in both the: imperialist. camps are armed andi
ready and why such a. larrge proportion are kept im reserm. Also
as we; have: already painted: out this is not al period in0 which the
bourgeoisie can afford to: use. the. veLvat glove of. democracy
ra.the,r than the iron fiat a faaccianz. This .does not, however,
lessen the_ danger of centriam.: Im France they tried to) throw
across the tra.ii of the, rising mossea the red. herring of matiorr;.
altam. In England:. and the. U. S., the labor 'party, in India the
Constituent: Assembly. Since the. prerequiaites for revolutionary
situation are matiiring rapidly, mince the. main resort of the,
haurgecilsie, is to open force: rather than demoCratio deception
(the changing Words of* Churchill are very illuminating irri this
c onne at ion) the mein agi tat onal and propagandrfrwark. of our
forces must, be devoted to the idea. at real soviet gonen an& the
immediate, taking ove.r of the instruments of producctiom as an inr»
mediate solution to) the increased' needs and' misery of the. work.
,ing c leas and poor peasants« lir this f ight We can only win by
pursuing a bold cou;s#ot by trying to out reform the reform-
late or out ceatripe.7-the" centrists.

.

''"?? .

The advance of the Russian army to the borders of central Europe
and our reaction to the, problems =used' thereby has been
quately :touched' upon in the articrle "What Now"' in, the IN.
article is *fundamentally, nothingnew. -It places the rne.im axis
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of our activity on the perMarent revolutions, but amplifies this

from the tactical standpoint. This is the only
irec1;1, way to po.se the. que one as aga inet both Cannom and selia41111"
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Italian. revolution an only be successful. if it im conneated
with revolution in greater Germany. But this is not to be taken
in a. mechanical aense.. Neither the bourgeoisie. nor tha proletm-

'rist,just sit byand:wait until central E.uropeam. nevoiutiom is
an thd, actual order' of. the-day... The.:whole history af Italy irz
the past couple, of years indicates growing activity af-tha mass-.
as on the.. one hand, and various. Shifts .= the part of the bour-
geoisie on the other in an endeavor to' headaff amtual fight or
power. References are made to thepresent as a.Kerensky period.
This is only -a limited analogy. The opportunities of the Ital-
ian and. international bourgeoisie-for man euvering with' the. .

forms at democrady are. more limited. The apparent progress from .

-Mussolini to.Badaglietb Sforma and Bonami areenly signifietnt
in representing formal concessions to the growing pressure af .

the -masses. It is not deemed necessary to do'atherwise at this
point than to incorporate* our analysts laid down in''the_FW and

:IN and particularly irrthe IN article °Trotakyiam in the Period
Of 'War and.Revblution".

INDIA

We incorporate in the report all our material on India since the
last'convention.-SUffice it tb say thaton the basis of our
analysed new and bigger developments in India.are:to be:expeated

.4.1 the very 'near future... That Our world view is fundamentally
correct is proved by a,recent'article by Drew. Pearson.in which
that columnistJaays-that large quantities of 'men and: material.
have been pent by 'Roosevelt to India. with the avowed purpose.,,
not of launching an attack upon Japan,, but primarily of-suppress..
ing'potentitl:revoltsaf the Indian people.

CENTRAL* EUROPE

Our views on the central European revolution have been adeqUate-.
expreaseaiin a number of articles in thelW and IN, and:par-

ticularly La the. article "Germanys the Key to the-European Revo-ution"! The invasion has not changedthis. The primary,pury..
- pose. of the invasion-isto.have pointa of departure. for attack.

on revolutionary forces. Its secondary purpose Is to hold -
enough '.troops af the German army an the westernifront so that -a
wtr of mutual extermination can take 'place on.. the eastermfren*
When the full scale, mass and speedy-opers,tions take.pade Lmthe wests,-it will be a particularly decisive, proof that the ravo..
Ititionarysituatian in central Europe is 'reaching the boiling
point4*. -

*

. UNITED' STATES

Against that background of World situation we now properly cen-eider the situation in the U.'S..A. The 'economies of the present
period in the U. A. A. also reveal 'elements of crisis. We: can-'not expect to find this crisis in:the.ald form. We are dealing
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mith a. world economy. Various:, articles in the FW and IN, and.particularly the articles on inflation give a tufficient factualpicture and theoretiaal analysis,, so as not to need'reiterationi.Since the last convention we. have witnessed the same fundamental
trends. A considerable shift to the right on:the part of thebourgeoisie',, with a continuation of a shift to the left on the
part of large.. sections of the vier-king mammas, and particularly, thebasie heavy industrial sections. It is undoubtedly true. that if
American economic and political life is.taken by itself, tr. S.A.is much farther from it pre-revolutionary situation than Eurepe orAsia. But such an application would be mechanical. The foremost
representatives of the bourgeoisie haVee been compelled to admitthe interconnection af the whole world. See for instance, the
book by Wendell Wilkie,, bearing the significant title !vane World".In such a situation one can less than ever base policy on any .Lovestone theory of exmeptionalism. However,, bearing the above'
aaution in mind, we, intend to examine the present- state at somial
Life. in the, U. S. A.. from the same standpoint as we- di& the:worldsituation.
First. What.is the status within the ranks of the U. S. A. rul-ing alass? It can definitely bs stated that since, the lasUcon-vention two processes have been in conflict, one being in theascendant in the first period and the other in the last fan
months. The first process was'that of drawing together in_theranks at' the ruling class. The culminating point of this was atthe time of the miners! strike.. raced with a militant strika in,one of the moat basic: industries practically; the, entire bour-geoisie. rallied around the regime. But after the miners'mstrikesand after the subsiding of the threatened strikes in steel and
Railroad, the second tendencyy that of disunity, came inte-plaY.
Today this. tendency is in the ascendant. Very significantthis respect Is the long fight between the Old Dealers in. the
Southy based upon a. , semi-feudal method of explaitations and the
New Dealers, representing the real capitalist elements. Thisfight has already received* attention in the columns of the. FWthe article "Barkley BlowmOffmy and waa,foreeast at the time ofthe. Cleveland program in the thesis presented at that plenum =the South. BUt it is very significant that for instance in Texaswhere, the flight is very intense the semi-feudal elements within
the Democratic :Party find themselves reinforced, by large Repub..
Rican Party enemies, at' the.. New' Deal, including big sections offinance capital,.
In connection with the growing inability at the ruling class torule as before the conflicts within the Democratic andcan Parties, should noted., but of stall greater importance is
the conflict betweeft"Walitdcal.mation aommittee of the CIO; andthe labor party advocates. It will of course be.. no surprise tothe delegates that despite the terminology* wa put this conflict
amen expression of the contradictions, within; the' ruling class.

4
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Lenin long ago pointed out that a so-called labor party is noth-
ing but a bourgeois, party followed by the workers'. So that the.
reaent, fights that have. taken place. in this spheres, as wel1 as
the: conflict in the New York ALP are. note, as the centrists would
have. UEL believe, gropings tawarda independent political. working
clasa action, but are. fundamentally en expre ssi on of d iv Jai car in
the ranks of_ the ruling class as reflected: in the minds and action
at their labor stooges.

WORKERS IN THE 11. S.

Proceeding in the same. manner We,. find; an increase in the needs
and misery of the working class. The government and employers
try to hold down the workers to the s_teel" formulal, and
this lying formula., the_ real nature of which has been shown. ill
the. columns of the. Ms, is, itself e,:n expre.ssion of increasing
economic need, on the.. part of the working class.. What do we mean
by this? Well., the formula says that there has.b.eart only an in-
crease. of :l5g in the. cost of living and holds. or trie'd tap hold:
the working class to that. But even the most conservative
IlirictrJe, sakow that there. has been' an increase
Therefore It,follows that it that working claái reStricted.to
a I5%.. increase and the real increase has be.en1.43% there has actiass-
ally been a:.draitiq oxt in real wages. In addition te'theate,"a0
we: pointed: out with regard: t o). Other countries, the re#rict ens -
u.pon the. working class are inCreazirig. The necessity ..or
es from job as, militarization,, combined. attacks Upson the rank_ and
file, by the government!, the T.-,Losse.s. and the. Iz'kbor bureauCrae'Ye,
all thesesleacl.:te an increase In the MiSery 'of the.working class.
All of this has been analysed before and 'the onlyqueton: for- s- ,

the cenventions to determine is whether or not there is * ten-
dericq to increase of this or- relaxation. 'Without going int:ai'a-
mfulsv of figures', it. defirifte.ly be_ taken to established 2'
that the tendency is.undoubtedly tOwS.rds..increfr%e of' 'repression.
Mere sianific6int. than :many delegates think,: is the; facts that
many issues at the. FW. and IN have. been banned.

The. period mince the. lait convention Has ' shown to blind pe ople
that the activity of -the expl_., oited,and r eased is distinctly
on the. increase. We: have.. cited: instancea.of this. it the repert
.and. it is not necessary to reiterate same. 'But it id rxecessary
to) point out that this is not a universal giatpur6: 'Elue to) the
smallness of the.. Marxist forcess, and due to thect that a per-
ioa cat war and revolution raises to the Nth degree of social.
manife.stat ions, progre.ssive and : react i onary , we find a eqmplex
and confused .plot,ure.. We. kind for, instance at one end. acif.' this
iteale the, miners fighting the boa:seal, :the government and: Lewis
as wall... %This was a. glorious page in ...American history, despite
the tacit that it .was more spontaneous than conscious. At the
other:end of the.soa1e. we find such arisratee: ful. things a the
textile workers Tirginies,...ge on strike to compel

6.t '
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the. firing of Negro workers. The dlalexeties of the thing may
shown by convex:ration had by a, member of the.. PC,with

a:mu-a in the. gov.ernmentts. service°. This ceceurrade pointed' out
Vticti the tremendous influx of women workers,, including many wao.
/11e21". from backward agrarian sectional, and many housewives who had
never been wags; worke.rs before,, into government clerical. employ
brought with it. at terrific wave. of re.acction. This re,lieceted
itselli in. the. ITWAs, and of mourse the Stalinist readershilp
very glad to base itself' upon thes=re> e_iements. Bute, said this .

comrade, "Look. at. these. same: workers six months or a. year after-
wards and_ we_ see_ a. different picture.. libm rapidly they have be-
come disgusted. How. do they now Listen to us when before: their
ears were entirely closed." This: little example tells more_thart
a whole_ volume Of statistics.. .

S. CONTRADICTIONS

Summing-up. we. may definitely say that the' same: facatora which
after& every other country. in the capitalist world a.ffect the.
U. A., although to a_ le.ssened extent.. But again we point out
to the delegates that: the very etppare,nt atiriingthl of AnyDricam
per.ialism is the: source of still greater,, mare widespread arid
more. ftarureaching contradictions than that at' any other. As ex..'
perienei: has shown the American worker does not have to be .ne-.
duced: to the economic level of a. Chinese c000lie before he re-
voltts. Such a. theats would be., most mechanical. On: the other-
hand as the PG has already pointed out that it. would be. eqUaliy
mechanical not to see the varied picture in the U. S. A. More
than ever it Is necessary to eoneretizie. For instance. If we can
intervene.. in-_ Danville..,, and that will depend not only -uporr, the
situation there,, but upon the. state of our forces, we shall have
to work. out a. solution which will unite the Negro .and. white
workers in a fight for complete elimination of discriminatiom
and a. fight for the general raising 'of the standards. of living:
In such a. situation as in many others the, slogan of workers corp..
trol of production will play a. tremencl:ous. part.

A political report. clearly consists of three parts. An oral,-
' yais. ale facts and tendencieril, a, report. on past activitLy and.. a..

prognosis for the. future.
AC,TIVITYi OE' THE. RTEL..

t

Via: now take_ up; the past acrtivvity of the.. league_ in the. period'
just...kentioned. Ot course, we shall not go into a, detailed re.-
port, as that is the function of.. other reporters+ but we shall
endeavor to give the delegates a. political picture. of what we
have done.. The figures, etc.., will be supplied in the. Org. 'pa.
pert and the trade union report.
Elince the last convention the work of the PO may be. ded into
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the same categories:. as those_ of Enge.ls,, name.ly,, the. work on_ the
the.oratical, the economic...1, and the. pra-ctical golitical fields.
The prat ically,, there have boon good contributiona in the past
period. What ailuostiona came up? The real nature of inflations
nationalism and centrism,, again 'the, nature of the, Soviet Unions
and the. theoretical que.ation c.onnected with the advance at the.
Rusaian army. The, re.porter doea not intend to go into a. lengthy
a.nalysis. of theaol, but suffice it . to aay that the, mvii is; the_ only
organisation that has.e.ven attempted: to make a definite. contrt- .-

bution to Marx's_ theory, with regard to present day events: Tlte
reporter saya this- advisably,: because the. work of. Schachttnanc
can in no sense of the. word bo. considered as Marxism. The. Gan-
nonites have,put out nothing or a,. theoretical nature. Of. course ,
.s_o far as the. Stalinists are concerned,, the main "'contribution.
has been the article'. of Leontier in °Selene°. and Soaio.ty's
pletely repudiating Marxism. in. actuality.
The economic, which meana mostly the union field,. is to be. cov..,
sated n. another report. I just .wish to point out that the polit.-
ica.1 baae. for the activity of the PC has been breaking of the
class truce:. by conCentrating on resmincling the "no....strike_"' pledge
and withdrawal of all the labor members. from the WL13.

With regard. to what may be called the practical political ctii-
vity the, PC has. board itaolf. on eencentra.tion on the elementary
ate_pa o.f turning the imperialist war. into civil war. At this
stage. this. means modtly the gathering of forces. Concentration
has., boon on the Kelly easel, an anti-wan cases, CCRa invoLvving
the struggle of the Negro po.ople4 trade union work, counterpos..
ing- of the. ahop steward sys,tem to the labor party as a. politicai.
fight;, and enlightenment of the working class, in all the. current
events_ taking place since., the last convention.
Politic:L11y from alil standpoints there, has boon an advance.. Mils
has been greatly faailitated and: depends in large part upon the
general increase.. in militancy on the part of the, working class.

, .

PROSPECTS

What are the prospects. before us in tho coming period? We. firat
state what are the general world prospects, basing ourselves
upon the preceding analyses.. 1. Within_ the next few months wa
may definitely e_xpeat. a tremendous-, sharpening of revolutionary
struggles in Central Epropol, in Italy, and in Chinas. India. and.
Asia. 24 .Stalinism is roaching the. breaking point. Nat from:
the standpoint of the historical periods but from the . standpoint
at immediate. perapeat,ive we_ must count upon a tremendous s:truggle
in the. Soviet Union between revolution and counter...revolutioit
withirr the. .framew.orrk Of the. general!. European and. Asiatic re:van--
tient:try situation. 3. In the 11.. S.. A.,, although there is no
immediate indication of a. revolutionary situation within. a short
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periods, say of_ months& therm will be increased activity' of the
cap:to/test and appreli-Aed- ma as,, particularly in the union: field,
and in the South with. regent:I to the: struggle: of. the sharecroppers
Erind the Negro paciplas

TASKS AHEAD

All the above. determines our. thecagetical, economic and practicalpolitical tasks for the: coming period.

I. In the theoretical field: we Must still further elucidate the
nature at the Soviet Union es a. degenerate workers' state ani thebrink at a now political revolution or counterb.re_mlution,, with
the- world situation' favoring the former. We must giwe. more at-tent to the. cgue.at- ion Of the. army and work out matair3.4.1 on.
the. relationship between the, army and the. economic base orn theone hand and the, army and the Stalinist bureauaramy oni the: othersWe must also give theoretical. attention to the proposed inter-
linking organizationally and financially cf. the: Soviet Uniorn
with finance.. capital. an& pc:oint cout that thiiwill. pose me IMP"-
med:late quest ion polit 106.1 revolution . or social. copunter-reveliz-tion. We. also have as the_oretical tazis the working out of. the
Marxist analysis of crler,as relations Err! the. South and the de..vel..-
apmentt, of caur work on: the status of the Negroes:.
The struggle in the trade unions should be continued: along the

. lines alre_ady existing, but with an even sharper emphasis upon.
the shop steward. movement:. We: musts, as in the cra.ya of the old
TUEL, start a national movement at all .trade; union._ conventions
for rescinding of. the. nca-strika pl.edge, and withdrawal. 'of the MB,
labor members.

On what might be; called the practical political side we should
devote m.ore attention to the revolutionary/ tim of parliamerritary
institutions, includirrg participatiom in: thee preaidiaritial seise.tion otapaign. We must rais_e. in as open a form as posSible the
que_stion 'of material 'aid to the. Marxista in all epurrtrie andsupport by; the working colossi.

If these.. things, are_ done we can confidently expeot growthi sUchi.
as has never beenseext since tthe_ initiation, the league. Our.
organization was horn at a. period at the down awing at the strug..g.le arn a world saale. It., has maintained i.tseLt organizationally -and'. above all. politically.. This, has been a triumph of histairip,cal.proport ions. Now on the upteiving we_. have the dualand7
relaUd tazic of (combating American imperialism at home and giwy.ing a.id to the, fights for power in turope and. Asia. It: is gern.orally historiaally true that . the heat aid!: which atbóiventhe
revolution im Murope and. Laia. is. the development of. a. powerful.
revolutionary movement 'fin the U.S.A. This, of .couree,, -mist not
be allowed to) obscure the. fact that in conditions of orztual..fight,
for power the ma.irn immediate teak is the aiding ag,thalt fight,,
wherever it may bet, which in turn contributes to,to the =cease. ofthe: struggle .in the 1.4 SM,


